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The 11th DIS took place
from 19–20 March
2018 in Berlin. Ashley
Norris and Sadie Hale
highlight 12 of the
key issues tackled by
speakers and delegates

I N T RO D U C T I O N

“It’s time for the people for whom we create this great but expensive content to
pay for it. If it’s valued, if it’s something you can’t get anywhere else, and if it
speaks to their passions, makes them smarter, gives advantages and entertains
them then — like everything else that does that — readers should pay for it.”

E
James Hewes
President and
CEO, FIPP

Alexander
von Reibnitz
Managing Director
Print & Digital, VDZ
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ach year the sessions at the Digital
Innovators’ Summit (DIS), held annually
in Berlin, throw up an overarching
theme. This year while there were many
heated discussions about the future of
advertising, the phenomenon of fake
news and the potential of both Artificial
Intelligence and blockchain, the debate
that dominated the conference was about
reader revenues. How can publishers get
their customers to pay for the creative
content that they have captured?
It is a theme that is reflected in the above
quote from Juan Señor, DIS regular and
the author of the annual Innovation in
Magazine Media World Report. From how
social networks could become a source of
subscriptions, through to how blockchain
could help create new payment systems
for content. No matter where you were
at DIS 2018 there was a clear focus on
publishers creating paying customers.
There seems to be clear consensus that data
and technology will underpin the structure of

publishers of the future. Crucially though they
will enable companies to create high quality
content, and ensure that the community
of readers who consume that content
consistently recompenses them for it.
The potentially seismic changes that the
technology could usher in are already
inspiring publishing companies. Among
the most interesting debates at DIS 2018
were those which looked at both talent
and company culture. Might the growing
number of digitally native millennials
starting to rise to management positions
deliver an important and fundamental
shift in the nature of the publishing world
and the way it addresses its audiences?
Here then are 12 key trends from the summit
which took place on 19 and 20 March 2018. . .

CULTURAL CHANGE ACCELERATES INNOVATION
▲
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IN THE KEYNOTE which opened DIS
2018 GARY LIU, CEO of the South
China Morning Post (SCMP) outlined
how his newspaper had transitioned
from being a largely focused print
driven organisation to a digital
one with much wider, more global
ambitions.
While Liu referenced how
technology was playing an
important role in the transformation
of the SCMP, he stressed that
the biggest challenge had been
innovating through cultural change.
“Company culture is going to
develop with or without the
participation of media execs,”
argued Liu. He then said that the
company was focusing on three
ways to transform its culture.
Firstly establishing a shared purpose
- building a mission statement. The
need to get people to share a large
singular goal that is often difficult
to articulate is a tricky process.
To underline this he added that
people often project the aims of
the organisation as being much
narrower than they actually are.
Liu and his team then focused on
establishing a language around
purpose, stating why the news

the same space for 20 years, so
we introduced a system of lockers
and shared desk spaces. When we
made that change, immediately we
had revolt.” He explained that for
some their primary concern was ‘if
I do not have a desk to call my own
how do I know that I still belong?’
The employees’ attachment to the
company was symbolised by the
physical space they called their
own — their desk. Liu said that deanchoring them has dramatically
changed this.
Gary Liu
South China Morning Post

organisation exists, which in their
instance is ‘to lead the global
conversation about China.’
The second shift is around shared
language - company values. “We
now have the same north star,” adds
Liu. “Most importantly we were able
to move into a new space that was
a physical expression of the shared
language.” The company’s new
offices took away some of the silos
that had existed before, bringing
people together.
Liu said that it is “hard to innovate
when people have been sitting in

The third shift was rooted in
creating a logo that would enable
the employees to tell a story about
the company and its values. Up
until recently the company had a
multitude of logos which were used
in different places. They removed
all these replacing them with a logo
based on a maritime flag which
means ‘willing to communicate.’
Liu said “we now have a simple, but
compelling logo and our employees
can explain the history of the
company and its plans for the future
just using the logo.”
Another issue that Liu and his
team tackled was the culture
that prioritised the print issue of
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the SCMP over its digital output.
Apparently the first version of most
stories were published online, but
the best, buffed up versions ended
up in the printed newspaper serving
only a small percentage of the
readership.
“We reorganised and created a
dedicated newspaper team. They
were the only folks that had
availability for print,” said Liu. The
quality of the printed paper did
not suffer, but suddenly every desk
editor cared most about what
content was like online.

DISRUPTING YOURSELF

DR. ANDREAS WIELE, President
Classifieds and Marketing Media at
Germany’s largest media group Axel
Springer was another speaker who
focussed on cultural change. During
his presentation he emphasised the
importance of internal disruption,
especially for legacy media
businesses.
“If you are convinced that your
business will go down because
there is simply a better offering
and technological breakthrough,

“To survive in a world of change,”
argues Moultrie, “publishers need
to create an employment and
management culture that’s creative,
restless, while also being nurturing.
“Change management is the tool
everyone in leadership really needs
to get a grip on. And culture is
central to it.”

Dr. Andreas Wiele
Axel Springer

then there is only one way forward:
you have to cannibalise yourself,
disrupt yourself, and trust yourself.
This needs to happen at full speed
and determination because the
opposition do not own a legacy
business and do not mind attacking
your business.”
Wiele’s words were echoed in
a recent article in Fipp.com by
Andrew Moultrie, Managing
Director of Consumer Products and
Publishing at BBC Worldwide UK.

“

It’s not always straightforward
because most legacy publishers
these days have a unique mix of
employees: those who have been
in the business for a long time with
their own set of beliefs, as opposed
to a new group of up and coming
talent who have no regard for the
mechanisms of the past. “Millennials
and Gen Z’s want more flexibility,
empowerment and purpose. They
are not only the future leaders of
our business but also often the
voice of our current consumers.
There are different ways to balance
these generational differences.
This means nowadays my job is
managing talent. It’s the biggest
thing, nurturing our culture and
developing our people.

Cannibalise yourself, disrupt yourself,
trust yourself — and at full speed... ”
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TALENT NEEDS TO BE NURTURED
▲
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ATTRACTING AND KEEPING talent
is continuing to be a priority for
all media companies. The demand
for high quality editorial staff now
comes as much from brands and
agencies as it does from publishers,
while more technical team members
such as developers and SEO staff
are widely coveted across numerous
industries. Many speakers spoke of
the need for companies to not only
find but also develop young talent.

quickly to address new challenges
was also a theme of the SCMP’s Gary
Liu.

MELISSA ROSENTHAL, EVP of
Cheddar Inc, a video network that
offers business news for a younger
audience, believes that by investing
in their staff they can keep pace
with more established businesses.

In particular Liu talked about how
technology was helping to propel
the SCMP forward. “We have tripled
the number of tech people, but we
have a clear purpose. We can do
all sorts of things with tech, but
we focus on three things. Firstly
we seek to make people bionic.
60% of the team are focused on
making employees more productive
and effective. The innovations
that the team have leveraged
include upgrading the content
management systems, changing the
email structure and moving to real
time messaging system.”

“The companies that will succeed
are not the ones that will predict
the future, but the ones that react
the fastest to consumer behaviour.
We look at metrics in real time and
react to changing behaviour. We
set goals on a quarterly basis so the
company can make adjustments.”

Melissa Rosenthal
Cheddar

nimble, we can outpace them.”
“Young people are interested
in everything older people are,”
she said. “It needs to have young
talent, be visually vibrant, and have
modern delivery.”
There are many benefits to
Cheddar’s model: “The incumbents
only stay asleep so long. We can
move faster because they aren’t
built this way. We’re faster, more

“You can always be outsmarted,
but you can never catch up with a
company at a lightning pace. We
focus on moving fast and taking
the opportunities in front. That’s
the future of how we see the
distribution of content.”
Keeping talent and ensuring that
they’re agile enough to move
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TALENT NEEDS TO BE NURTURED
A CONSTANT THEME of recent DIS
conferences has been the ongoing
evolution of revenue streams as
media companies and publishers try
to diversify how they monetise their
businesses. It was no different at DIS
with several speakers highlighting
the recent encouraging trend of
more consumers starting to pay for
editorial content.
JUAN SEÑOR of Innovation
Media Consulting set the scene.
He told delegates that it has
become blatantly clear that digital
advertising is not going to pay
the bills. The implication is that if
publishers are not going to make

revenue from subscriptions.
Señor’s views were borne out by
several case studies that were
presented at DIS 2018, most notably
that given by DR. ANDREAS WIELE,
President Classifieds and Marketing
Media at Axel Springer.

Juan Señor
Innovation Media Consulting

sin” - thinking that giving away
content free today would monetise
tomorrow. “You will need to migrate
from advertising revenue to reader
revenue.”

consumers pay for content in either
data or dollars, they should simply
not be in publishing.
Launching the 2018 edition of the
Innovation in Media World Report, a
FIPP publication that highlights the
top innovations and future trends
publishers are paying attention to,
Señor added that publishers need to
find redemption from “the original

In this new environment publishers
need to decide if they are going
to be paid in data or dollars. There
are no other options. In this new
world subscription and paywalls will
replace digital advertising revenue
dreams. The emergence of dynamic
paywalls will be very important for
effective implementation because
these paywalls can measure
demand and adjust price.
According to Señor modern
consumer trends support his
conviction. A recent survey by Del
oitte suggests that 50 per cent of
adults in the Western world will
have at least two subscriptions by
the end of 2018 and four by 2020.
A publication like The New Yorker
already receives 65 per cent of its

Wiele described how journalistic
content was put behind a paywall in
a freemium model at the company’s
largest newspaper title Bild.
“People do pay for content if they
believe that it is worthwhile.” The
newspaper has now grown its digital
subscriber base to almost 350,000,
which contributes a “significant
amount” to the revenue.
It is important that content remains
independent and unique, warned
Wiele. “That is the only way to set
you apart from the big distribution
monopolies like Facebook and
Google. If you have content that the
readers wants to consume, you will
be able to have a strong position in
the digital sphere.”
One news company which is
constantly held up by media
analysts as the textbook example
of building and maintaining
reader revenue is The New York
Times. However, as BEN COTTON,
Executive Director Retention and
Customer Experience told DIS 2018,
when the NYT started to dabble
with a paywall, their approach
was extremely conservative. Their
“exploratory paywall” was set up in
2011 as a knee-jerk reaction to the
pressures experienced on revenues
brought about by the financial
crisis. On top of this they were

→
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panicking as they saw a significant
decline in print advertising. “We
needed new streams of revenue and digital subscriptions seemed
like a place to look.”
One of the reasons for their
conservative approach was a lack of
belief. “There was a huge amount of
scepticism” being bantered about
at the time. “Many people thought
that there were already too many
free options out there and that
people would refuse to pay.”
Then, to their utter surprise, said
Cotton, it worked. “The initial
growth indicated that this would
be better than we thought.” By
the time they achieved one million
digital subscribers it dawned on
management that reader revenues
would become a huge component
of the company’s future.”
This realisation changed their
entire approach and encouraged
the company to shift towards a
subscriber first model. “We realised
that if we wanted to see growth as
a digital company we really needed
to double down on subscriptions,”
not only involving the marketing
department but every component
of the business, from product to
technology and even the newsroom.
“Customers and subscribers needed
to be at the centre of our business.”
It meant a shift in approach, said
Cotton. “We needed to make it
clear to subscribers and potential
subscribers that we were investing
in them, and investing in creating a
better product for them.”

MONETISING DATA

Another area that many publishers
are starting to monetise is data.
Companies have been collecting
high quality data from their
customers for many years and there
are now significant opportunities
to integrate this into commercial
strategies.
Harvesting data as a revenue stream
was one of the focus areas of PAULI
AALTO-SETÄLÄ’s presentation. As
CEO at Aller Media in Finland, he
has been part of the traditional
publisher’s transformation from
a legacy magazine publisher to
modern media company with
diversified revenue streams.
He said around four years ago they
were faced with the reality that they
would lose the digital advertising
race to Google and Facebook.
They sold their monthly ad based
magazines and focused on weekly
subscriber based magazines. At

Ben Cotton
New York Times

the same time they realised that
their data, about their subscribers
for instance, could be further
monetised.
Along with partners they now utilise
various forms of data, like customer
relationship management data, to
target consumer groups effectively.
Refined data is sellable and useable
and has led to the establishment of
a highly successful company called
the Data Refinery.

THE RESURGENCE OF
ECOMMERCE

Publishers have been experimenting
with ecommerce opportunities
with varying degrees of success for
almost two decades now. These run
from basic affiliate deals set up with
major corporations like Amazon
and eBay, to the kind of innovations
that, for example, Dennis runs in
the UK where they effectively use
content to drive sales of cars.

Pauli Aalto-Setälä
Aller Media Oy

→
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Amazon and other retailers.
March also argued that “digital is
also about revenue diversification.
You’ve got to make content work
really hard.”
He explained that the content,
which was informed by data and
search, was monetised in a number
of other ways too including
memberships and subscriptions,
advertising, events, content
marketing and licensing.

→

What is becoming clear is that
companies who have developed
ecommerce systems have now
monetised them to the point where
they are producing significant
amounts of revenue.
JULIAN MARCH, MD of Media,
Games, Video and Entertainment at
Future, spoke of how his company
has developed an all embracing
ecommerce strategy in recent years
which capitalises on the fact that
many of the company’s brands are
based around products,
March said ecommerce is not a
“dirty word” in journalism any
more. Nor is it bad or evil. At Future
they provide honest and impartial
advice about products answering
the questions readers need
answered. When good impartial
content engages audiences it

provides ecommerce opportunities.
Journalists have adapted to
write good content which is
searchable and marketable, yet still
independent.
He then went on to explain the way
some of Future’s website properties
act as a funnel. People ask and
search for questions to which Future
delivers high quality answers via
reviews and buying guides. They
then often make a purchasing
decision sometimes via links to

“

digital is also
about revenue
diversification.
You’ve got to make
content work
really hard

One of the reasons why ecommerce
has returned to the fore is that
the technology that drives it has
become more sophisticated and
intelligent. As Ebner Media Chief
Innovation Officer DOMINIK GRAU,
explained his company uses real
time algorithms linked to product
widgets to manage ecommerce
options to website visitors. The real
time algorithm predicts a product’s
conversion probability, firstly based
on existing knowledge of metrics
(A), and secondly on probability of
what might be related to conversion
success (B).
When the algorithm is plugged
into one of their websites and a user
clicks on a product or subject, based
on the algorithm and prior data
about the user’s search history, they
firstly know how much knowledge
that person has about the product
or subject, and secondly, based on
the prior knowledge (A), can tailor
the next offering or suggestion (B).
The example Grau used is of
someone visiting a website about

→
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guitar playing. Should the prior
knowledge of search history reveal
no knowledge of guitar playing (A),
the algorithm will offer a ten minute
course to learn how to play guitar.
The second offering, probability (B),
will always vary based on A.
Grau claims that by utilising these
real time algorithms, on average 17
per cent of people who click on a
widget will buy the product offering.
Business Insider’s Senior Director
Commerce, BRETON FISCHETTI
explained how ecommerce could be
integrated into content. He outlined
his brand’s Insider Picks programme,
where the title profiles high quality
products and adds affiliate links.
He argued “this is a great business
model for publishers when done
correctly. It’s part of the evolution
of publishers into data driven
organisations. The display market
saw a rise in programmatic as both

Julian March
Future

advertisers and publishers got more
data savvy and what we’re doing on
the affiliate side is the same thing.
It’s all about another way we can
drive value, both for readers and
partners.”

VISUAL SEARCH

Not all the technological innovation
is being undertaken in-house by
large companies either. Startups
are offering systems to publishers
which are harnessing intelligent
technology to create new
monetisation opportunities in
ecommerce.
A great example of how this
occurs was illustrated at DIS 2018
by Jenny Griffiths, Founder and
Software Engineer at Snap Tech.
She explained how her visual
search tools, which are powered
by Artificial Intelligence, enable
publishers to add ecommerce

Dominik Grau
Ebner Media

platforms to the content. An
embeddable toolkit enables readers
to use a visual search tool to source
products, mostly in the fashion
industry, and is instantly shopable. For example, any part of an
outfit worn by a celebrity on a red
carpet photo shoot can not only
be instantly found from a publisher
website, but similar, or more
affordable, alternatives will also be
discoverable and shop-able.
Their visual search tool draws upon
a product database sourced from
around 300 retailers and 16,000
brands, achieving a successful click
through conversion rate from search
to transaction of between 1.5 to 3.6
per cent and 100 per cent more time
spent on site.

Breton Fischetti
Business Insider
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ADVERTISING IS BECOMING SMARTER
▲
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DIS 2018 WAS HELD at a very
significant time for the advertising
industry as execs continued to
create their responses to the
introduction of General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR)
– enforced by the EU in May.
The legislation has important
implications for publishers
as they have to now seek
consent from readers in future
transactions with them.
GDPR has also caused major
ruptions in the ad tech industry
as the companies – whose
technologies often act as an
intermediary between brands and
publishers – now have to factor the
consent legislation in to the process.
There is clearly some recalibration
going on as tech companies
develop new and innovative ways of
addressing this.
Given the state of flux of the adtech
industry, innovation in the field
was perhaps not as high profile at
DIS 2018 as it had been in previous
years. Instead many speakers
reiterated that whatever happens
with GDPR and its implementation,
media companies need to continue
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to ensure that they harvest data
and ultimately use it to drive their
advertising programmes.
In his presentation BERNHARD
GLOCK, senior VP Medialink,
stressed “data is now almost always
at the centre of everything that is
proposed. And from the data source
we work out how we can help
advertisers get ready for the future.”
“Advertising people need to
understand data points and then

corral that data and get the insights
and analytics and learn from them.
We want to deliver a message to
consumers that really matters and
what matters is what we learn
from data. So I say to advertisers
you need to get going right now
on collecting and analysing data. I
remind them that their competitors
have possibly been doing this for
two years and have two years more
data than they have.”
“Clients are demanding pricing
structures and audits — every
single advertiser is getting more
granular and guarded. They want
accountancy of every single dollar
that is spent, we look at the
abstract and demand transparency
on every single item. Every single
dollar needs to lead to valuable and
measurable consumer contact.”

“
Bernhard Glock
Medialink

you need to get
going right now
on collecting and
analysing data...”

TECHNOLOGY AND THE POSSIBILITES OF BLOCKCHAIN
▲
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THE LAST 12 MONTHS have seen a
slew of new technologies emerge
from being the preserve of nascent
startups to concepts attracting
international media companies.
This was reflected at DIS 2018 as
companies sought to understand
the potential of new technologies
and how best to harness them.
In particular there were two
fascinating presentations on
blockchain — one from an
established media company and the
other from an innovative startup.
Both highlighted the technology’s
massive implications in the future.
INGO RÜBE, CTO at Burda Magazine
began his presentation by giving
examples of how blockchain is
already changing industries. “Today
with Bitcoin, users can share money
and there is no need for a bank to
complete the interaction. Bitcoin is
not the end of the story. A similar
process will be repeated in more
and more industries. For example,
by the end of the year data hosting
will move to blockchain.”
Blockchain makes the protocol
central and leaves a smaller
application layer on top, which,
as Ingo pointed out, is an inverse

Ingo Rübe
Burda Magazine

of what currently happens.
“The services developed on
the blockchain are open and
decentralised, and support
innovation,” he added.
Rübe then outlined how the
technology could impact on the
media in the short to medium
term. “Publishing in the paid
content world has moved beyond
intermediaries. In the future there
will be a blockchain protocol, the
advertisers and consumers will all
live on that platform.”
“Blockchain based protocols will
replace intermediaries. Not today,
but in five years the Internet will
look very different. We will not
call it blockchain, but it will be
blockchain based.”
Rübe finished by suggesting “in
the future we will need to invest in
protocols. We need to define new
rules for the tech sector.”

Daniel Sieberg
Civil

for journalism. The company’s
system enables publishers to
upload their content directly to
the blockchain thereby addressing
issues of accountability and
accuracy. It has already signed up a
series of publishers who are working
on a variety of different projects.
“Basically we are working on a
decentralised market for journalism
built on blockchain technology. We
are looking to create a more direct
relationship between newsrooms
and audiences, taking out
advertisers. Daniel added “I know
this feels uncertain, but I am now a
convert.”
“There are many aspects of
blockchain that can help to change
the relationship between journalists
and audiences accentuating
trust and transparency. We also
think there is an opportunity for
circumventing things like censorship
etc.”

While Rübe seeks to harness
the technology to innovate in
mainstream publishing, DANIEL
SIEBERG co-founder and head of
journalism operations at Civil spoke
of how his company was attempting
to build a new sustainable platform
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PUBLISHERS: BE READY TO EMBRACE ‘VOICE’
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IT IS NOW FOUR YEARS since
Amazon revolutionised voice
technology with the introduction
of the Ale xa system via its Echo
devices. We are now witnessing
a maturing market with Alexa
technology embedded in many
third party devices while other tech
companies like Google and Apple
offer rival systems.
There are huge implications for
publishers in the rise of voice and
many of these were discussed at
DIS 2018. ALEXANDER BREGMAN,
Strategic Partner Development
Manager at Google EMEA, talked
about the popularity of ‘news
briefs’ or ‘narrative news.’ With
Google Assistant, said Bregman,
‘news briefs’ or ‘narrative news’ –
created by publishers specifically
for the platform – are one of the
most popular ways of getting
information. “I ask my device, OK
Google, what’s the news? It will
play a news brief from my favourite
channel, for example France Info,
and I make my own preferences,”
demonstrated Bregman.

Alexander Bregman
Google EMEA
be used by publishers. With AMP
Stories, related content shows up
according to the topic, encouraging
users to keep reading.
Bregman cited the Economist
Espresso, which offers different
bitesize news slots, or the HuffPost’s
Headline Quiz as examples of
the ways in which publishers
create content to go with Google
Assistant. “The experience triggered
is a direct connection with a brand,”
emphasised Bregman. “It’s being
able to say, ‘Google, talk to the
Economist’, and having a reason to
go back to that brand repeatedly.”

Users can also ask Google
Assistant to follow a particular
story throughout the day. Spikes
of interest emerge during users’
morning routine and commutes;
publishers can then curate an RSS
feed of content for these most
popular times of day.

How can publishers monetise
Google Assistant? “It’s still early
days, so we don’t precisely know
yet what ‘success’ looks like on this
platform,” said Bregman. But he
highlighted that the popularity of
the narrative news briefs makes
them stand out as the best format
to monetise, via an advertising
snippet in the middle or at the end.

Within the context of Google
Assistant, Google AMP is the way
in which users engage with text
news via their phones. Users can ask
Google Assistant to load an article,
and this exists within the newlylaunched ecosystem of AMP Stories,
a visual story format designed to

Bregman also told delegates that
the extreme popularity of podcasts
could provide further opportunities
for monetisation; in fact, podcasts
and audiobooks are already listened
to on Assistant-enabled devices, and
Google expects to see growth in this
area.
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Maureen Hoch
Harvard Business Review

POTENTIAL OF PODCASTS

MAUREEN HOCH, editor of Harvard
Business Review’s HBR.org site
outlined how her business has been
open to voice content. The company
has debuted two podcasts. Firstly
Dear HBR, with two editors and one
expert, answering questions about
the workplace submitted by HBR’s
audience.
And then The Women at Work
podcast, a six-episode series that
discusses and untangles some of
the issues around being a woman
at work. The response to it has
been tremendous, Hoch said. “For
us, it’s been a great sign that we’ve
resonated with a different kind of
audience, that we’re reaching a
female audience.”

THE MASSIVE POTENTIAL OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

▲
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FOR MANY YEARS now publishers
have been building up large and
informative data sets about their
users. What has held them back
from harnessing that data in a
more innovative way was that the
technology to easily analyse the
data, spot trends and recommend
actions hasn’t really existed. Up
until now that is.
Artificial Intelligence and machine
learning, which is a subsection
of AI, has been on the agenda
for publishers for the past few
years, now however we are seeing
publishers develop their own AI
teams and find interesting uses for
the technology they create. In some
instances publishers are working
with the many AI startups that have
appeared all over in Europe in the
last couple of years.
At DIS there were important
discussions about the potential of
Artificial Intelligence, but for many
delegates the best place to start
was a presentation from DIETER
REICHERT, CEO of Censhare, which
took the discipline back to basics
Reichert, whose company has
pioneered a smart content
management system, ran through

Dieter Reichert
Censhare
three different iterations. He
describes level one as ‘a raw
intelligence’ which powers voice
assistants like Siri and Alexa and
chatbots. Reichert suggested that
the next phase, which he calls
‘General AI,’ is all about software
learning to train itself. He referenced
self driving cars which could be used
by a company to deliver products to
thousands of different places in the
city. As time goes by the algorithm
learns the fastest and most efficient
way to deliver the products, taking
into account factors like traffic, the
weather, customer availability etc.

Chris Boos
Arago
The third level is quantum
technology or super intelligence.
According to Reichert in five years
IBM will make quantum computers
available with awesome processing
and learning skills. Within ten years
these computers will be at the
heart of incredible technological
innovations which we probably
haven’t even thought of yet.
One thing the presenters at DIS
agreed upon was that publishers
needed to get to grips with AI now,
not just for short term wins, but
also to see how the discipline might
develop in the future.
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CULTURAL CHANGE

In his session AI expert CHRIS BOOS,
CEO and founder of Arago explained
that for some in the media AI might
engineer a complete turn around in
their worldview.
“Business people have goals,
tech people have problems,” he
explained. “Tech people have
a different perspective in tasks.
Business people make plans. Techies
write projects which are way less
flexible than plans. But once you
have found one that works, you can
repeat it endlessly without any cost.
Now AI has made programmes more
flexible, more like plans.”
Boos used as an example the way
business people see the car at the
moment is as a success. “However
from a technological perspective

“

the media is fighting
with uneven weapons.
to survive, you need
innovation and to be
big on service... ”

the car is a catastrophe as it sits still
98% of the time losing value. Hence
the drive for autonomous cars.”
“The media is fighting with uneven
weapons.” Boos added. “In this
reality if you want to survive you
will need a strong brand, you need
innovation and you need to be big
on service.”
So if cultural change is a given, and
technology is going to drive that
change, where do publishers go
from here? Presenters from across
the spectrum, experts in both
advertising and editorial, spoke at
DIS about how companies needed
to get their data sets organised.
This however relies on employing
people who understand how data
works and the benefits it can deliver
to businesses. After all the data is
only as good as the questions it is
responding to.

Jenny Griffiths
Snap Tech
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The next step is to find which
questions AI can help with, and
then address in a problem solving
way. In some respects much of
the work that machine learning

has done for the media so far has
been in a limited way harnessing
chatbots. With time, though, more
sophisticated and ultimately useful
examples of how AI can solve
problems for publishers will emerge.
Dieter Reichert thinks the key
thing about implementing an AI
programme is to make sure that
you have the right people, which
is not easy. “Algorithms can be
downloaded, you have data, finding
the right people can be tricky.”

AI - FRIEND OR FOE?

At DIS several companies shared
examples of how AI was starting to
transform their businesses. Among
them was JENNY GRIFFITHS,
founder and CEO of Snap Tech,
a company which uses Machine
Learning to enable a visual search
system that delivers significant
monetisation opportunities for
online publishers. Snap Tech’s
core API focuses on finding similar
fashion from an input image; be it
a product shot, a model shot, user
generated content or celebrity
editorial photography.
Griffiths argued “AI will be a
publisher’s best friend, not
something to be feared. If designed
properly it is not something to
replace jobs or industries, but
the ultimate tool to increase
productivity and profitability.”
To explain she described the tedious

→

process that magazine editors have
to undertake to deliver ‘get the look’
type features which showcase, for
example, similar items of clothing to
that being worn by a celebrity.
“People are way too busy and too
qualified to be spending so much
time on saving images, giving
images names, sourcing images etc.
We let editors focus on what they
do well, namely the creation of
content. Using our technology we
have reduced the process of creating
a ‘get the look’ feature from forty
minutes down to forty seconds.”
“AI is there to help editors find
what they do best. It is a powerful
tool kit to let editorial teams work
on content rather than source
products.”

Margaret Ann Dowling
Create and Translate

Linda Ligios
Springwise Innovation

Johan Åhlund
jabberBrain
MARGARET ANN DOWLING, CEO
of Create and Translate – a startup
focused on aiding publishers to
deliver multilingual, scalable,
editorial content creation – also
spoke about how her company was
harnessing AI.

socially influential people and then
connecting them with companies
to find most relevant influencers for
audiences saves the company time
and increases marketing efforts.”

There are other examples too from
automated content – Associated
Press, The Washington Post and
several other use Machine Learning
to create sports and financial news –
through to analysing social media.

Finally several presenters touched
on the implications of AI for the
media in general.

LINDA LIGIOS, Managing Editor
of Springwise Innovation, whose
presentation was on AI and the
future of work, explained that
AI is helping social media teams
find the data they require much
more quickly and efficiently. “In
some instances finding the most

AI ADVICE FOR THE MEDIA

a reader as a data point rather
than a person you want to have
a relationship with. A reader is
a reader and we need to have a
trusted relationship with them.
Technology is great but just because
we can do something with tech
doesn’t mean we should do it. It has
to feel relevant. It can’t feel creepy.
We need to build and maintain that
trust factor.”

JOHAN ÅHLUND founder and CEO
of jabberBrain, a company that
uses AI to deliver ‘natural customer
interactions,’ thinks we need to
recalibrate the relationship between
the editorial team and the readers
and this is a process that AI can play
an important role in.
“In the ad side of the publishing
industry we are starting to see
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DATA IS BECOMING EVER MORE IMPORTANT
FOR SOME MEDIA COMPANIES,
AI is still a distant dream, and
JUAN SEÑOR of Innovation Media
Consulting acknowledged that
there is still work to be done among
some publishers in collecting and
utilising the right data.
Señor warned “Any magazine that
doesn’t have a data analyst of some
sort to pull apart reader behaviour
data is lost. Without data, you’re
flying blind. Data analysts will break
down the reports and be able to
say to the editors, your readers
are looking at your Instagram feed
the first thing in the morning, but
they’re consuming long, interactive
stories in the evening. And they
are consuming quick updates on
Twitter throughout the day.” And
then they will dive into each reader
engagement to determine what’s
working and what’s not.
The centrality of data was echoed by
MATT EGAN, Editorial Director IDG
in his presentation which outlined
his company’s 360 approach.
“We look at both data on our own
properties and on the wider web.
So, for example, we track data so we
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Matt Egan
IDG

can see if someone with a job title
of a CIO is looking at our content.
Third party data platforms also help
us to understand what is happening
on rival publications in our space.”
The data is then deployed to make
the most of the monetisation
opportunities. For example, tracking
someone who is making a purchase
after being through an editorial
page. Part of IDG’s core approach is
driven by the quality of the editors
it employs.

Stuart Adamson
Thomas Cook

Egan describes the approach as
being “not data driven journalism,
rather data supported journalism.”
Editors use their independence,
integrity and knowledge to help
shape the titles so that they address
the requirements of the readers.
Another company capturing and
using data in an innovative way is
holiday group Thomas Cook. In his
presentation STUART ADAMSON,
Director of Thomas Cook Group’s
Media and Partnerships division,
explained that his company
captures data “from every customer
who enters our world”, said
Adamson. He added that fresh
data is more valuable, and this can
be gathered via high street stores
as well as online. “There’s a big
conversion into real life,” Adamson
emphasised. In fact, for every 27
million page impressions, 1,000
people walk into a store as a result.

→

PUBLISHERS ARE EXPLORING NEW PLATFORMS
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“CONTENT CREATORS HAVE NEVER
had more tools at their disposal,”
argues JUAN SEÑOR in the 2018
Innovation in Magazine Media World
Report.
He references seven different
digital narrative approaches: audio,
automated journalism, chatbots,
horizontal stories, interactives, livestreamed video, and multimedia
stories. Each narrative tool helps
media companies achieve different
goals.
Several companies at DIS 18 spoke of
their chatbot strategies. As Wilpers
warns though, chatbots are not
an ideal communication tool for
everyone: “Chatbots are great tools
for engaging audiences or telling
stories, if done right,” he says.
“But, not every media company
has the resources to build artificial
intelligence chatbots that learn

from their interactions with users.
Wilpers suggested that expectations
for chatbots are high, so if done
wrong, they have the potential to
turn off readers.”
One rather unlikely company that
is experimenting with chatbots in a
very interesting and innovative way
is Harvard Business Review’s HBR.
org. The site’s editor MAUREEN
HOCH spoke of the way that HBR
had launched a bot on Facebook
Messenger recently.
“There are a bunch of reasons
that made sense for us to launch
on Facebook,” Hoch explained.
“Facebook has a huge global reach.
We were wondering if we should
brace ourselves for an onslaught
of people adding the bot, but it’s
been okay. It’s early in the evolution
and life cycle of chatbots. We’re
watching this to see what kinds of

improvements we can make. It’s
been an interesting experiment to
meet our audience where they are.”
“The medium really does matter,”
Hoch said. “You have to test your
assumptions constantly. We do this
a lot at HBR, to see if assumptions
hold. You have to know what
platforms do best. You have to
know how they fit your strategy.”
For other publishers looking to
emulate HBR’s success in subscriber
engagement, Hoch offered some
questions: “Why, how, for who
and how long? Those last two are
the hardest to answer,” she said.
“Knowing which audience you’re
trying to reach – that is so critical
for our experiments – but also
the role of community, content
discovery and our role in
visual storytelling.”

→
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Lee Walker
Bleacher Report
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“How do you do something valuable
that no one else is doing? That’s the
key to some of these issues.”

MULTI-PLATFORM
PUBLISHING

HBR’s approach to audience
engagement is mirrored by the huge
sports site Bleacher Report. LEE
WALKER, International Managing
Editor, Football/International,
Bleacher Report, explained how the
unlimited sports available to the
younger generation had prompted a
shift in the way that sports content
was now delivered.
“This generation has grown up with
unlimited sports,” Walker said. “For
Bleacher Report, this is how we talk
to young people. They crave a non-

Lucy Rohr
Economist
stop social connection that evokes
emotion and confirms identity. We
produce content around games and
moments that are instantly shared
and part of their culture.”
Bleacher Report’s audience is
an active community that sees
their content as a habit, as a
conversation, not as consumption,”
he said. “So, we like to be part of
the conversation not just a passive
supplier of information.”

SNAPCHAT AND
INSTAGRAM

Wrestling with key questions
about how an established media
brand connects with younger
audiences was also the theme of
a presentation by LUCY ROHR,

Hannah Ray
Condé Nast
Snapchat Editor and Deputy MultiMedia Editor at The Economist.
“A big existential question: how
do we make ourselves relevant for
younger audiences?” Rohr asked.
“This is a question I’ve spent the
past 18 months thinking about, a
lot, in my role as Snapchat Editor
at The Economist. It kind of comes
with the territory.”
The Economist is a 175-year-old
weekly magazine that covers
international news, politics,
business and finance. It has a global
circulation of 1.5 million, Rohr
outlined. It expanded its coverage
to include science and culture.
“As a publisher, we try and work out
what bits of our voice translate best

→
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for brands,” she said. “It began as a
way for individuals to share content
with each other.”

“

we try and work out what bits
of our voice translate best for
new platforms and products...”

→

for new platforms and products,”
Rohr said. “It’s really important for
us to understand what our core
values are.”
“The first thing to stress is having
that core DNA embedded in
everything we do is essential. If it
is not there, we are not reflecting
who we are,” Rohr said. “We also
ask ourselves a couple of questions:
first, will it enhance the value of
the package? Can it introduce new
subscribers? Or, ideally, can it do
both?
The next challenge was to
condense The Economist’s
content for Discover, providing a
comprehensive, complete and pithy
journalism experience. “We decided
early on we were best-served on the
platform by doing deep dives into
a single topic. Rather than trying
to cover a wide variety of different

stories, we thought let’s make them
these mega-explainers,” Rohr said.
“Let’s provide this audience the
toolkit, the vocabulary, the context
they need to understand the rest of
our journalism. Think of them as the
ultimate cheat sheet.”
A strong focus on brand-building
and creating a community was
something HANNAH RAY, Head of
Social Strategy and Storytelling at
Vogue, Condé Nast International,
highlighted for the audience.
Speaking of her particular expertise
with Instagram, Hannah explained
that it is quite typical for traditional
media outlets to merely repurpose
content for the social platform
rather than seeing it as something
that requires attention, and perhaps
its own dedicated editorial team,
to build a unique style -- something
she noticed when she first started
working with Vogue. “They weren’t
treating it as the community
platform I knew it to be,” she said.

Vogue’s reputation as a legacy
media brand and high levels of trust
enabled it to leverage its position on
the platform. They produce unique
content, such as illustrations and a
#DearVogue hashtag project, which
invited users to talk about a piece
of clothing that made them feel
empowered. The #VogueBackstage
and #VogueFirstLook hashtags, as
well as videos, have really helped
drive engagement in the last year.
Nevertheless for every evangelist
for the newer platforms there were
speakers who are keen to add a note
of caution. DR. ANDREAS WIELE,
President Classifieds and Marketing
Media at Axel Springer, spoke of
how imperative it is for publisher to
maintain degrees of control of the
relationships with platform owners.
Wiele warned that in the case of
marketing, publishers need to
ensure that they manage advertising
sales by themselves, or at the very
least, in partnership with other
publishers. To leave this in the hands
of “any of the big platforms” would
be a mistake “you will not survive in
the long run”.

Ray’s approach to engagement was
to treat Instagram as a community
platform, not a broadcasting
station. “Instagram was never really
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THE CHALLENGE OF FACEBOOK

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
the media and Facebook needs to
be recalibrated. That was the theme
of one of the most fascinating, and
in some ways controversial sessions
at DIS 2018 where JESPER DOUB,
Managing Director at Spiegel Online
and Publishing Director at Spiegel
Verlag shared some very frank
opinions with GUIDO BÜLOW,
Strategic Partner Manager at
Facebook, Germany.
“Publishers need to keep talking,
first of all,” said Doub. “Keep
arguing, keep discussing. We need
to be quicker and more flexible,
and to speak to Facebook about
what we need.” He said that reader
data, for instance, is one area where

Jesper Doub
Spiegel Verlag
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publishers can really learn from
Facebook. Facebook can then help
publishers to use and interpret that
data in useful ways. “We’re not a
tech company, we’re journalists.
It’s a challenge. But if you shout
enough, Facebook and other
platforms will listen,” Doub added.
One of the key themes of the
session was how Facebook might
be able to aid publishers in their
quest for paid for subscribers
and members. Bülow added that
“Facebook plays a role in the
subscription conversion funnel,”
he said. “Subscription business is
very important to us. We feel it’s
important to support publishers
building relationships with readers.”

Guido Bülow
Facebook Germany

He emphasised that Facebook
believes in high quality journalism,
and has the goal of wanting to grow
publisher subscriptions.
Doub agreed that Facebook could
form part of the package for
publishers. “The subscription model,
while not simple, can indeed be
part of the future model for us with
Facebook,” he said. Having worked
with the Facebook Journalism
Project for over a year, he
highlighted that one of the biggest
demands from publishers from the
start was for help.
Doub was keen to emphasise that
there are big differences between
publishers in the US, Nordic
countries, the UK, Germany, and
other regions of the world, and
that this needs to be acknowledged
more widely. “There are huge
differences even within Europe,”
he added. “So while it’s great to
see The New York Times and The
Washington Post doing well, it’s a
different market in the US - so not
necessarily helpful for us here.”
He cited metering as an example
of something that is lauded as a
success for American titles, but
is hasn’t been a top priority for
German publishers.
In his presentation INGO RÜBE, CTO
at Burda Magazine also welcomed
Facebook’s role in assisting

→
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publishers, but added that media
companies need to be very wary of
closed web platforms in the long
run.
Rübe explained,“four out of the
five biggest companies in the world
are Internet intermediaries, which
underlines it it is a good business
model. The open web is where we
live as publishers. The open web
is life insurance for publishers.
Some companies are starting to
build closed web platforms, like
Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat and
some websites. If we lose that direct
connection to the consumer we are
dead. We should fear the closed web
as the closed web destroys whole
economic sectors.”
VIVIAN SCHILLER, independent
editor-in-chief at Weber Shandwick
and director at the Scott Trust also
wanted delegates to think about
how dark social (social sharing of

indeed, there was also content
manipulation and fake accounts.
While registering for Facebook
requires real information, an
investigation into social media’s
black market by The New York Times
revealed shadowy companies, large
scale social media fraud, stolen
identities and the ease of setting up
fake accounts.

“

Vivian Schiller
Weber Shandwick

“The story revealed the extent of
fake accounts you can buy,” Schiller
said. “You can pay for fake followers
to share and like your posts. The
vanity metrics that show you how
many times this has been shared is
of great appeal.”

we’re only just beginning to recognise
the scale of the [dark social] problem
content that occurs outside of what
can be measured by Web analytics
programs) is already becoming a
serious issue for news companies
and the media in general.
“What we’ve learned in the last year,
is the notion of dark social,” Schiller
said. “It’s amazing that people didn’t
really understand it until recently… it
means everything that isn’t publicly
available for everyone to see… we’re
only just beginning to recognise the
scale of the problem.”
Schiller pointed out that it wasn’t
just dark social as an issue that
platforms were working through,

“The message here is, reading news
articles in the way that information
has been disseminated since
Gutenberg is not good for your
health (Zuckerberg) is going to
downgrade it in Facebook’s ranking,”
Schiller said. It’s time for publishers
to wrest back reader loyalty and
build deep user experience, Schiller
suggested. In the meantime,
publishers ought to investigate
other platforms, and grab every
opportunity to engage their
audiences.
In his keynote TROY YOUNG, Global
President, Hearst Digital Media, also
shared concerns about some of the
impact that social media platforms
have had on publishing.
While opportunities to reach
larger audiences increased, such as
with Facebook’s Newsfeed, which
“provides an extraordinary way to
market content”, Young warned
that “partners like these” (Facebook)
remain unreliable for building a real
media businesses. More importantly,
“fighting for air in the Facebook feed
has eroded our differences. In the
feed we are starting to look more
and more alike. This is the death nail
for media.”
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THE KEYNOTE GIVEN by TROY
YOUNG, Global President, Hearst
Digital Media, featured the title
The Amazonification of media publishers need to create desire
and help to sell products.

In the process publishers are
forced to really deeply understand
their consumers. “The internet
forced (successful) brands to be
much sharper in how they create
content in a unique voice.”

Young explained that a solid
understanding of the forces at
the heart of digital disruption
provides answers to the challenges
of the future. “We need to ask
ourselves: what are the real forces
beneath disruption? The answer
is pretty simple. The internet
has undermined proprietary
distribution networks as well as
the stability and profits that come
along with it. At the same time it
democratised content creation,
opening competition for attention
from anyone with a mobile
device. Global platforms, which
enable communication across
these networks, have upended
advertising markets with granular
data sets and global consistency.”

In this world of immediacy
the complexities of industrial
marketing - even with
programmatic advertising - are
time consuming, cumbersome,
ineffective and excludes the most
important thing: optimisation
and fine-tuning. “The complexity
(of industrial marketing) was
OK in the world of proprietary
supply chains of tightly controlled
distribution environments and
TV advertising. But it’s not going
to work anymore… Consumer
categories are shifting to
brands built on direct customer
relationships and agile supply
chains, flexible enough to serve
consumer needs as they evolve.”

Where, in the pre-digital system
of distribution, it was possible for
titles to co-exist - even when they
were very similar - it is not possible
anymore. Today media brands
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Troy Young
Hearst Digital

need to differentiate if they want
to survive. “Voice, trust and point
of view differentiate. Deep deep
expertise differentiates. Great
service content differentiates.
Local content differentiates. The
best media brands stand alone
in the minds of the consumer:
The New Yorker, Cosmopolitan,
The New York Times, even the
Daily Mail. These are brands that
understand how to feed a need
with distinction.”

To perform well within this sphere
publishers need to understand the
art of creating desire, and linking
it directly to selling. Ultimately
publishers need to help clients sell,
said Young. “We need to help them
understand what sells, who buys
and why. The difference between
context and audience, and brand
and performance, is disappearing.
We can either embrace this or
die, and more than anyone in this
ecosystem Amazon is accelerating
this change.”

VIDEO IS NOT THE MAGIC BULLET – BUT IT IS EVOLVING
▲
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MELISSA ROSENTHAL, Cheddar
Inc.’s EVP outlined how her company
was approaching their young, and
informed audiences.

THE PHRASE ‘THE PIVOT TO VIDEO’
is one that has been relayed many
times before at DIS. This year’s
conference underlined that video is
not a magic bullet for all publishers,
yet it is evolving and helping them
to revitalise legacy brands.

“Millennials are not watching
television,” Rosenthal explained. “In
adults aged 18-24, there was a 48
per cent decline in cable use. This is
only going to get worse. What are
the cable companies doing? They’re
raising rates in order to compete.”

A good example of how video has
been transformative was delivered
by the CEO and Editor at VGTVSchibsted, HELJE SOLBERG.
Solberg highlighted the sheer
visuality of today’s society,
especially compared with the more
text-based mediums of old. “My
generation grew up in a text-based
society; not any more,” she said.
“Now, there’s a huge preference
for video, and this generation
wants more dynamism and visuals
online.” This shift means that VGTV,
a female-focused brand needs
to experiment much more with
storytelling beyond traditional
articles, she added. Their approach
is to see each news item as a single
story, which can then be told using
different techniques and using
different social platforms.
She cited Snapchat as an example of
one platform which has “ripped up

Helje Solberg
VGTV - Shibsted

the textbook”, and explained that
it is therefore a good place to learn
and experiment with storytelling in
shorter formats, as well as being a
good carrier of advertising.
The vast majority of VGTV’s
Snapchat audience is below the age
of 24, and the legacy company is
reaching as many as 400,000 unique
users per day on the platform – yet
it is far from being profitable for the
company at present. “It’s still much
easier to monetise content on our
own platforms,” Solberg added.

Rosenthal explained that Cheddar
believes in two things: 1) the future
will be on-demand and 2) short form
social content, on Twitter, Facebook
and on LinkedIn. “No one is thinking
about the younger generation
who are thinking about financial
decisions,” she said. “We live in the
future, so why not programme for
the future.”
She said linear television will get
rebooted, in a meaningful way, in a
way that Millennials want to watch
it. “We are where people under 60
watch,” Rosenthal said. “You can’t
expect they’re going to find you.
We’re on every OTT system, we’re
on Twitter and Facebook. The more
they interact with us on social, the
more likely they are to watch is
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on these OTT systems 5-7 times a
month. We are where our users and
viewers are.”
Live video is also a useful tool for
some brands in connecting with
online audiences. Maureen Hoch,
Editor of Harvard Business Review’s
HBR.org explain how her company
had come up with the idea of
whiteboard sessions.
“It’s an expert in front of a
whiteboard, schoolroom style,” she
explained. Like many in the industry,
HBR had to figure out whether
Facebook Live videos worked for
them. “We had a lot we had to
figure out with the early videos,
what was the right length, what was
the right production quality,” Hoch
explained. “But, when we could put

“

Publishers are
going to have to
create some room
for experimenting
on new things... “
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the expert and their idea as close to
the audience as possible, that was
the most important thing and a lot
of the other details fell into place.”
This is an important topic for
magazine media publishers in 2018
because media publishers need to
be thinking about the expectations
of their audiences, and because into
the future, they’re going to have to
engage audiences in different ways.
“Publishers are going to have to
create some room for experimenting
on new things. And they’re really
going to have to understand how to
engage their subscribers,” Hoch said.
HANNAH RAY, Head of Social
Strategy and Storytelling at Vogue,
Condé Nast International, also said
that brands need to think a little

more imaginatively about the video
content they produce, and perhaps
obsess less about their quality.
“A lot of our videos are quite raw
and playful; we want it to feel native
to Instagram,” said Ray. “Sometimes
it’s just about looking at how your
community is already engaging with
you, and trying to use and respond
to that, sometimes putting them
on your platform,” said Ray. “Some
brands just talk about themselves all
the time, but your community can
represent your brand and be your
ambassadors.”
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